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1. Tapuya and Gê

By an accident of geography the fertile lowlands of the east coast ^

Brazil are separated by a high escarpment from the arid and comparait •
inhospitable central plateau. By an accident of history these lowlands
 colonised exclusively - except for the short-lived intrusions of the French

the Dutch - by Portugal, a country with no large surplus population to se ^
into the interior and no compelling motive for exploration of it, once it ^
been reported that there was no mineral wealth to be found there. As a reS .j
the story of the tribes which inhabit the plateau is virtually pre-history 1111

the middle of the eighteenth century *. ^
Until that time they were known to the outside world chiefly thr°

the unflattering reports of their enemies the coastal Tupi. Martius was ^
first man to devote scholarly attention to them and to suggest that maib
them belonged to a single linguistic group, which he named the Ges v
1:257-8). He tended to equate these Ges (Gê) with the Tapuyos (Tapuya)

 he took to be a Tupi word meaning “enemies” or “westerners” (1867, 1:283,
778). This equation persisted in the works of the other great German eth
raphers of the nineteenth century (von den Steinen 1886; EhrenreicH 1 ^

No one wrote of the Gê tribes before Martius, but a number of wP
If vVt

going as far back as the sixteenth century have mentioned the Tapuya- 1 t

accept that the Gê were Tapuya or that the Tapuya were Gê, then we ^
consider these earlier sources as providing the first information on

tribes. This would be an important consideration, for it is now fairly ^
established that some tribes known as Tapuya were driven from the Bra z

to
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